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WEALTH PRACTICE VALUE DRIVERS ADVICE ALPHA
(UP TO)

INVEST
1. Rebalancing
2. Asset Allocation
3. Asset Location
4. Objective-Driven Investing
5. Staying Invested

1.70%

BORROW
1. Returns
2. Cost to Borrow
3. Timeliness
4. Spread

0.35%

SPEND
1. Control
2. Consideration
3. Measurement
4. Proactivity

0.80%

MANAGE
1. Flexibility
2. Applicable Taxes
3. Investment Product
4. Alpha Generation

0.35%

PROTECT
1. Gift Strategies
2. Investment Planning
3. Estate Tax Planning
4. Wealth Transfer Strategy

2.00%



CONCEPT METHODOLOGY

ASSET ALLOCATION

Derived from the annual performance difference between the BNYM 
Asset Allocation composite portfolio and a market portfolio1 between 
1999-2018. BNYM cumulative return was 191.8% and market 
portfolio was 159.6%. Difference is approximately 0.60% 
annualized.

STAYING INVESTED
This is the annual difference over 40 years between the S&P 500 
buy and hold return vs. missing the 10 best days.  This is 
approximately 2% annualized, given timing and less than 100% 
allocation to equities, we lowered the effect to an estimated 0.55%.

REBALANCING
0.23% derived from looking at the returns of a buy-and-hold market 
portfolio2 vs a portfolio that rebalanced annually and to target 60/40 
weight after a year in which equity/FI allocation drifted +/- 5% from 
target. Time period: 1999-2018.

GOALS-BASED
INVESTING

As investor who segregates wealth into two buckets, lifestyle and 
wealth transfer, allows their long term assets to grow unconstrained, 
resulting in overall wealth growing by almost 0.22% per year faster 
than the investor who combines their assets. Estimated returns 
based on 10-year Capital Market Assumptions and our model asset 
allocation.

ASSET LOCATION

0.10% derived as the difference between the returns to a location 
conscious and a location agnostic portfolio. Both portfolios have a 
60/40 mandate, but the conscious portfolio has an 80/20 IMA 
allocation and a 40/60 IRA allocation. The agnostic investor has a 
60/40 in each account. Estimated returns based on 10-year Capital 
Market Assumptions and our model asset allocation.
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CONCEPT METHODOLOGY

PRUDENT 
BORROWING

The analysis compares liquidating assets from a portfolio to purchase a home vs. utilizing a mortgage. The return assumptions on
the assets are 5.25% with a Mortgage cost of 2.875%. Over a 20 year period the benefit to the portfolio is approximately 26 basis 
points or $2.6M. Additional considerations were historical spreads, returns and strategic use of an Investment Credit Line (ICL) to 
enhance wealth. 

R E T U R N S C O S T TO  
B O R R O W

S P R E A D T I M I N G

MORTGAGE: 0.26%
ESTIMATED 
CREDIT LINE: 0.09%

ESTIMATED TOTAL: 0.35%

Scenario 1: Liquidate from Portfolio Scenario 2: Utilize Mortgage

Beginning Portfolio Value $20,000,000 Beginning Portfolio Value $20,000,000

Liquidate Principal ($2,000,000) Loan Amount ($2,000,000)

Estimated effective capital gains tax due next year3 ($119,000)

Post Liquidation Portfolio Value $17,881,000

Cumulative Portfolio Appreciation (20Y) 1 178.25% $31,873,675 Portfolio Appreciation (20Y)1 178.25% $35,650,886

Ending Portfolio Value $49,754,675 Ending Portfolio Value $55,650,886

Interest Expense2 2.88% ($1,150,000)

Estimated effective capital gains tax due in 20 years ($119,000)

Loan Payoff Amout ($1,935,493)

Estimated amortizaation - 10 to 20 years ($64,507)

Net Portfolio Value (Net of Liquidation and Taxes) $49,754,675 Net Portfolio Value (Net of Loan and Interest) $52,381,886

Result of Mortgage vs. Liquidation $2,627,211 Basis Points 0.26%

1) Portfolio Growth Rate of 5.25% per annum for illustrative purposes only
2) Mortgage Interest Rate is for illustrative purposes only, is not guaranteed, and is subject to change. 
3) Estimated taxes are for illustrative purposes only. 
This analysis  is not intended to supply tax or legal advice, and no one should make any decisions based upon this information without consulting
one's tax and legal advisors.  


Inputs

		Input Assumptions

		Portfolio Value		$20,000,000				Portfolio value of account under consideration

		Loan Amount / 
Liquidate Principal		($2,000,000)				Amount of liquidity necessary to cover expenses (enter as negative value)				Annual IR		5.3%

		Growth Rate		178.25%				Projected portfolio growth rate as determined by the Wealth Manager				20YR		178.25%		need to adjust B4 for 2Y

		Interest Rate		2.88%				Projected interest rate as determined by the Private Banker

		Potential Tax from Liquidation		($119,000)				Estimated effective capital gains tax as determined by the Wealth Manager 
(enter as negative value)
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Amort

		$   2,000,000.00

		1		($63.94)

		2		($65.78)		($129.72)

		3		($67.67)		($197.39)

		4		($69.62)		($267.01)

		5		($71.62)		($338.63)

		6		($73.68)		($412.31)

		7		($75.80)		($488.10)

		8		($77.98)		($566.08)

		9		($80.22)		($646.30)

		10		($82.52)		($728.82)

		11		($84.90)		($813.71)

		12		($87.34)		($901.05)

		13		($89.85)		($990.90)

		14		($92.43)		($1,083.33)

		15		($95.09)		($1,178.42)

		16		($97.82)		($1,276.24)

		17		($100.63)		($1,376.87)

		18		($103.53)		($1,480.40)

		19		($106.50)		($1,586.90)

		20		($109.57)		($1,696.47)

		21		($112.72)		($1,809.18)

		22		($115.96)		($1,925.14)

		23		($119.29)		($2,044.43)

		24		($122.72)		($2,167.15)

		25		($126.25)		($2,293.40)

		26		($129.88)		($2,423.27)

		27		($133.61)		($2,556.89)

		28		($137.45)		($2,694.34)

		29		($141.40)		($2,835.74)

		30		($145.47)		($2,981.21)

		31		($149.65)		($3,130.86)

		32		($153.95)		($3,284.82)

		33		($158.38)		($3,443.20)

		34		($162.93)		($3,606.13)

		35		($167.62)		($3,773.75)

		36		($172.44)		($3,946.19)

		37		($177.40)		($4,123.58)

		38		($182.50)		($4,306.08)

		39		($187.74)		($4,493.82)

		40		($193.14)		($4,686.96)

		41		($198.69)		($4,885.65)

		42		($204.40)		($5,090.06)

		43		($210.28)		($5,300.34)

		44		($216.33)		($5,516.67)

		45		($222.55)		($5,739.21)

		46		($228.94)		($5,968.16)

		47		($235.53)		($6,203.68)

		48		($242.30)		($6,445.98)

		49		($249.26)		($6,695.25)

		50		($256.43)		($6,951.68)

		51		($263.80)		($7,215.48)

		52		($271.39)		($7,486.87)

		53		($279.19)		($7,766.05)

		54		($287.22)		($8,053.27)

		55		($295.47)		($8,348.74)

		56		($303.97)		($8,652.71)

		57		($312.71)		($8,965.42)

		58		($321.70)		($9,287.12)

		59		($330.95)		($9,618.07)

		60		($340.46)		($9,958.53)

		61		($350.25)		($10,308.78)

		62		($360.32)		($10,669.10)

		63		($370.68)		($11,039.77)

		64		($381.34)		($11,421.11)

		65		($392.30)		($11,813.41)

		66		($403.58)		($12,216.99)

		67		($415.18)		($12,632.17)

		68		($427.12)		($13,059.28)

		69		($439.40)		($13,498.68)

		70		($452.03)		($13,950.71)

		71		($465.03)		($14,415.74)

		72		($478.39)		($14,894.13)

		73		($492.15)		($15,386.28)

		74		($506.30)		($15,892.58)

		75		($520.85)		($16,413.43)

		76		($535.83)		($16,949.26)

		77		($551.23)		($17,500.49)

		78		($567.08)		($18,067.57)

		79		($583.38)		($18,650.96)

		80		($600.16)		($19,251.11)

		81		($617.41)		($19,868.53)

		82		($635.16)		($20,503.69)

		83		($653.42)		($21,157.11)

		84		($672.21)		($21,829.32)

		85		($691.54)		($22,520.86)

		86		($711.42)		($23,232.27)

		87		($731.87)		($23,964.14)

		88		($752.91)		($24,717.05)

		89		($774.56)		($25,491.61)

		90		($796.83)		($26,288.44)

		91		($819.73)		($27,108.17)

		92		($843.30)		($27,951.47)

		93		($867.55)		($28,819.02)

		94		($892.49)		($29,711.51)

		95		($918.15)		($30,629.66)

		96		($944.54)		($31,574.20)

		97		($971.70)		($32,545.90)

		98		($999.64)		($33,545.54)

		99		($1,028.38)		($34,573.92)

		100		($1,057.94)		($35,631.86)

		101		($1,088.36)		($36,720.22)

		102		($1,119.65)		($37,839.86)

		103		($1,151.84)		($38,991.70)

		104		($1,184.95)		($40,176.66)

		105		($1,219.02)		($41,395.68)

		106		($1,254.07)		($42,649.74)

		107		($1,290.12)		($43,939.87)

		108		($1,327.21)		($45,267.08)

		109		($1,365.37)		($46,632.45)

		110		($1,404.63)		($48,037.08)

		111		($1,445.01)		($49,482.08)

		112		($1,486.55)		($50,968.64)

		113		($1,529.29)		($52,497.93)

		114		($1,573.26)		($54,071.18)

		115		($1,618.49)		($55,689.67)

		116		($1,665.02)		($57,354.69)

		117		($1,712.89)		($59,067.58)

		118		($1,762.14)		($60,829.72)

		119		($1,812.80)		($62,642.51)

		120		($1,864.91)		($64,507.43)

		121		($1,918.53)		($66,425.96)

		122		($1,973.69)		($68,399.65)

		123		($2,030.43)		($70,430.08)

		124		($2,088.81)		($72,518.89)

		125		($2,148.86)		($74,667.75)

		126		($2,210.64)		($76,878.39)

		127		($2,274.20)		($79,152.58)

		128		($2,339.58)		($81,492.16)

		129		($2,406.84)		($83,899.00)

		130		($2,476.04)		($86,375.04)

		131		($2,547.22)		($88,922.26)

		132		($2,620.46)		($91,542.72)

		133		($2,695.80)		($94,238.52)

		134		($2,773.30)		($97,011.82)

		135		($2,853.03)		($99,864.85)

		136		($2,935.06)		($102,799.90)

		137		($3,019.44)		($105,819.34)

		138		($3,106.25)		($108,925.59)

		139		($3,195.55)		($112,121.15)

		140		($3,287.43)		($115,408.57)

		141		($3,381.94)		($118,790.51)

		142		($3,479.17)		($122,269.68)

		143		($3,579.20)		($125,848.87)

		144		($3,682.10)		($129,530.97)

		145		($3,787.96)		($133,318.93)

		146		($3,896.86)		($137,215.79)

		147		($4,008.90)		($141,224.69)

		148		($4,124.15)		($145,348.84)

		149		($4,242.72)		($149,591.56)

		150		($4,364.70)		($153,956.26)

		151		($4,490.18)		($158,446.44)

		152		($4,619.28)		($163,065.72)

		153		($4,752.08)		($167,817.80)

		154		($4,888.70)		($172,706.50)

		155		($5,029.25)		($177,735.76)

		156		($5,173.85)		($182,909.60)

		157		($5,322.59)		($188,232.20)

		158		($5,475.62)		($193,707.82)

		159		($5,633.04)		($199,340.86)

		160		($5,794.99)		($205,135.85)

		161		($5,961.60)		($211,097.45)

		162		($6,132.99)		($217,230.44)

		163		($6,309.32)		($223,539.76)

		164		($6,490.71)		($230,030.47)

		165		($6,677.32)		($236,707.79)

		166		($6,869.29)		($243,577.08)

		167		($7,066.78)		($250,643.86)

		168		($7,269.95)		($257,913.81)

		169		($7,478.96)		($265,392.78)

		170		($7,693.98)		($273,086.76)

		171		($7,915.19)		($281,001.95)

		172		($8,142.75)		($289,144.70)

		173		($8,376.85)		($297,521.55)

		174		($8,617.69)		($306,139.23)

		175		($8,865.45)		($315,004.68)

		176		($9,120.33)		($324,125.01)

		177		($9,382.54)		($333,507.54)

		178		($9,652.28)		($343,159.83)

		179		($9,929.79)		($353,089.61)

		180		($10,215.27)		($363,304.88)

		181		($10,508.96)		($373,813.84)

		182		($10,811.09)		($384,624.93)

		183		($11,121.91)		($395,746.84)

		184		($11,441.66)		($407,188.50)

		185		($11,770.61)		($418,959.11)

		186		($12,109.02)		($431,068.13)

		187		($12,457.15)		($443,525.28)

		188		($12,815.29)		($456,340.58)

		189		($13,183.73)		($469,524.31)

		190		($13,562.77)		($483,087.07)

		191		($13,952.70)		($497,039.77)

		192		($14,353.84)		($511,393.61)

		193		($14,766.51)		($526,160.11)

		194		($15,191.05)		($541,351.16)

		195		($15,627.79)		($556,978.95)

		196		($16,077.09)		($573,056.03)

		197		($16,539.30)		($589,595.34)

		198		($17,014.81)		($606,610.15)

		199		($17,503.98)		($624,114.13)

		200		($18,007.22)		($642,121.35)

		201		($18,524.93)		($660,646.28)

		202		($19,057.52)		($679,703.81)

		203		($19,605.43)		($699,309.23)

		204		($20,169.08)		($719,478.32)

		205		($20,748.94)		($740,227.26)

		206		($21,345.48)		($761,572.73)

		207		($21,959.16)		($783,531.89)

		208		($22,590.48)		($806,122.38)

		209		($23,239.96)		($829,362.34)

		210		($23,908.11)		($853,270.45)

		211		($24,595.47)		($877,865.91)

		212		($25,302.59)		($903,168.50)

		213		($26,030.04)		($929,198.54)

		214		($26,778.40)		($955,976.94)

		215		($27,548.28)		($983,525.22)

		216		($28,340.29)		($1,011,865.51)

		217		($29,155.08)		($1,041,020.58)

		218		($29,993.28)		($1,071,013.87)

		219		($30,855.59)		($1,101,869.46)

		220		($31,742.69)		($1,133,612.15)

		221		($32,655.29)		($1,166,267.44)

		222		($33,594.13)		($1,199,861.57)

		223		($34,559.96)		($1,234,421.53)

		224		($35,553.56)		($1,269,975.09)

		225		($36,575.73)		($1,306,550.82)

		226		($37,627.28)		($1,344,178.10)

		227		($38,709.06)		($1,382,887.16)

		228		($39,821.95)		($1,422,709.11)

		229		($40,966.83)		($1,463,675.94)

		230		($42,144.63)		($1,505,820.56)

		231		($43,356.28)		($1,549,176.85)

		232		($44,602.78)		($1,593,779.62)

		233		($45,885.11)		($1,639,664.73)

		234		($47,204.30)		($1,686,869.03)

		235		($48,561.43)		($1,735,430.46)

		236		($49,957.57)		($1,785,388.03)

		237		($51,393.85)		($1,836,781.88)

		238		($52,871.42)		($1,889,653.30)

		239		($54,391.47)		($1,944,044.77)

		240		($55,955.23)		($2,000,000.00)
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CONCEPT METHODOLOGY
DYNAMIC 
SPENDING

Compared a static spend rate to a dynamic spend rate that cut spending by 5% after a year in which portfolio value declined by 
>3%, and increased spending by 2% in any other year. Between 2001–2018 this led to a portfolio with a beginning value of $10 
million being $1.6M larger at the end of period, an incremental annual benefit of approximately .80%.
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Based on a 60/40 market portfolio using historical returns of MSCI ACWI and S&P Intermediate Muni



CONCEPT METHODOLOGY

TAX EFFICIENT 
INVESTING

We used Morningstar tax drag research and data along with the after-tax returns from our Tax-Managed Equity group. We looked 
at tax drag associated with an all mutual fund portfolio, using our suggested asset allocation (60/40), as well as portfolio (60/40) 
that includes a significant portion of individual securities managed for taxes. We applied historical tax drag (as a proxy for future
tax drag) to our CMA’s to determine after tax-returns for each portfolio. The result was 35bps of incremental annual returns.

TA X E S F E E  P R O -
D U C T IV IT Y

A C T IV E -
PA S S IV E  A L P H A

.35%



Start End After-Tax

$114 
MM

$35
MM

$100 
MM

Start End After-Tax

$71 
MM

$108 
MM

$35 
MM

Advanced
Planning

No 
Planning

By aligning investment and estate planning objectives, a family can grow their wealth after estate tax by an additional 2.0% per year.

$37 MM  
Lost to Taxes

$14 MM 
Lost to Taxes

2.0%
Estate Planning Alpha

5.4%
Advanced Planning 

Growth in After Tax Wealth 

3.6%
No Planning 

Growth in After Tax Wealth

20-Year Annualized Growth

Growth in Total Wealth: 5.8%

Growth in After Tax Wealth: 3.6%

20-Year Annualized Growth

Growth in Total Wealth: 6.1%

Growth in After Tax Wealth  : 5.4%

CONCEPT METHODOLOGY

ESTATE TAX PLANNING BNYM case study shows that aligning investment and estate planning objectives can add to a family’s wealth.

OTHER WEALTH TRANSFER 
STRATEGIES Establish other strategies which are specific to each clients’ situation, like Family Loans, asset sales and rolling GRATs

0.2%
Estimate of Additional Planning 

Growth in After-Tax Wealth

$100 
MM



The capital market assumptions (CMAs) are BNY Mellon’s estimates based upon historical market performance and the current market environment. 
References to future expected returns are not promises of actual returns that may be realized, and should not be relied upon. Actual returns may vary 
significantly. In addition, the historical returns used as a basis for this analysis are based on information gathered by The Bank of New York Mellon or from third 
party sources, and have not been independently verified. 

The forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not guarantees of performance. The forecasts have inherent limitations because they 
are not based on actual transactions. The forecast are based upon historical returns of the selected investments and subjective estimates and assumptions 
about circumstances and events that may not have taken place and may never do so. 

Some of the factors that could impact these forecasts include, but are not limited to: general economic conditions, financial market performance, interest rate 
levels, changes to current laws or regulations, and future geopolitical conditions. The results do not represent, and are not necessarily indicative of, the results 
that may be achieved in the future.
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